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This magazine was put together by a small group of
Ubenarian Socialists living in Nottingham.

tt is an expression of disatt"f.,on with the revolutionary

It makes no claims to originality or to being in any way a
definitive statement.

tt is a magazine for discussion; amongst libertarian
socialists and other sympathetic activrsts

It is intended for those who emotionally and intellectually
recognise the need for a socialist transformation gf society
but who know that by clinging to the mythologies of the

past, to the dogma,- platiiud-es and slogan we can only
spell irrelevance.
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lnside the Anti-Poll Tax Campaign.
Tony, Claude and lain, t hree members of the Forest Fields and Hyson Green Anti-Potl Tax Campaign in
Nottingham, discuss their experience of the Anti-PollTax movement. They tatked about the origins and
development of their group and about the problems encountered when people from different political
backgrounds work together. They looked at Militant's atternpt to dominate the campaign and at some
of the ways this problem was approached and deatt with. Finally they rnake some comments on the
broader nature of Poll lax resrsten ce; on its two-fold character as an organised campaign and as a more
diftuse movement. Ihe discussion took place in late August 1989. Please note - the views expressed
here are not those of the - 

FFHGAPTC' some of whose members will express at least potite disagreernent

1. ln the beginning....
TOny: We should go back to an earlier attempt
to start a small Poll tax group in August 1988. lt
consisted of the fall-out from Nottingham
Anarchist group plus some ex-Wildcat members.
It produced two posters and did some fly-
posting but only lasted three months. Why did
it fade away? There were two problems. Firstly,
it might have been too early to start this sort of
thing. Secondly right from the start there was a
difference of approach. Some people wanted a
definite revolutionary orientation which meant
not working with people they regarded as
reformist. lwanted a community based
campaign and I couldn't see how this could be
done whilst keeping to that line. We never got
around to doing anything because we wouldn't
have got agreement on anything that involved
talking to people.

The present group was initially organised by
word of mouth, and there were about twelve
people at the first meeting including two people
who might be seen as anarchists, a couple from
the SWP and two people who had been involved
in local women's and trade union stuff. The
others I didn't recognise as having been involved
politically before. And they dropped out very
quickly.

Claude: Yes that often happens. I think that
when people first get involved in campaigns
they expect pretty rapid results" Because of the
way the Poll Tax campaign has gone - really
moving at a pace set for it - it's meant a long
time to keep the momentum and the
commitment going.

2. lnside the campaign....
Tony: This is very much a lefty area and so the
major thing about the campaign here is that it
hasn't been tied up by one or another political
faction. lt's been an uneasy coalition.

Claude: Yes, but there are negative and
positive aspects to that. Positively it's been quite
open but negatively there was a lot of inter-
group squabbling which has detracted from the
work with the 'non-politicos', There's been an
overt structure there with different groups
involved in debate which tended to exclude
people. ln other areas of the city things are

straightforward because there tends to be one
main political group involved so they're not
constantly watching their backs or fighting
battles, and they can get on with the
groundwork.

laan: I think this is a problem of trying to find
ways of negotiating the different agendas that
groups bring.

TOny: lt's notsimplythatthere are agendas to
be negotiated, but that by and large they go
unacknowledged - that's a more fundamental
problem. For example, there was a big debate
with the SWP, not long after the campaign got
started, over community campaigning. The
SWP's position was that community
campaigning was a non-starter and they argued
along that line in the meetings. But it was
difficult to acknowledge that such a person was
in the SWP, and that's why they were saying
whatthey were at the meeting. You can't
acknowledge this because you're accused of
being sectarian if you do. Likewise somebody in
S.O. might want a Labour councillor down to a
meeting and the anarchists will say 'no'. They
both have their own agendas as to why they
want or don't want something. But it's difficult
to get that out in the open.

lain: lt seems to me that although these
agendas haven't been negotiated in any explicit
way, in practice a commonground has been
established. There's certainly a different
atmosphere now to what there was a year or
even six months ago. I think we've recognised
that different perspectives aren't always
incompatible, that there is room to move within
the 'broader struggle', An example might be
our public meetings. We insisted on splitting
them up into smaller groups so people could
contribute more freely and feel more involved.
But there was a fair amount of opposition f rom
some peoplewho preferred the traditional
meeting format. Those people still aren't
comfortable with the idea but don't oppose it
and I think they can see the value of running
meetings in this way.

Tony: That's quite optimistic. The SWP aren't
particularly involved at the moment and that
removes a specific problem because they're not
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very good at working with people. But if they
decideto come back, and they come and go
depending upon what else is going on, those
same problems will be there. But, yes, a fragile
consensus has emerged. People have learnt to
recognise the hidden agendas, and respond on
that basis. People know who they're talking to
and where they're coming from but still
dif{erences aren't open.

Claude: Also I think we skirt away from the
dodgy bits. lf people came along who didn't
recognise the groundrules about what is and
what isn't legitimate to discuss, the problem
could develop again. And there is the
continuing problern caused by not wanting to
alienate people. New activists and people not
politically allied get put off by the disputes and
the jargon. 5o, we try to be friendly and avoid
cliques - but in doing so the arguments get
subsumed as well.

lain: vou talk about the SwP. what's
interesting is that they blame the 'anarchists'.
And it's true that often anarchists have not
been constructive; storming out of meetings,
talking and acting as if the only problem was
the demon Militant. Let's go back again to the
debate you were talking about Tony. The issue -
whether people should be going out and
canvassing - was totally sidetracked by
'anarchists' . TheSWP weresaying'the class
aren't ready' and were very negative about
community campaigning. That issue wasn't

addressed because the 'anarchs' turned it all
into a question of organisation.

Claude: I don't want to sound patronising but
as far as the Militant goes, isn't it a question of
inexperience in dealing with them? ln any case ,
there are anarchists who have been involved
positively in building the campaign.

TOny: You can't understand what the
anarchists were doing without looking at what
other people were doing. There's a context
here. I was involved in that 'organisational
solution' and looking back on it, yes, it was a bit
naive. What I wanted to do was get a structure
set up that would make people get out and
dothe canvassing that neded to be done. But
what were the SWP doing? At meetings of a
community campaign they were counterposing
community campaigns to workplace action" We
got into a long argument that undermined
those who were committed to a community
campaign. But it was really hard to takethat on
without getting into all the stuff you're not
allowed to talk about - all the hidden agendas.
lnstead you got was a non-viable solution which
skirted around the problem.

Claude: But I also think that if those
discussions hadn't happened you could well
have ended up with one group or another
stitching things up in the normal hierarchical
way. Knowing the area and the people in it we
had to have those debates about structures,
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3. The demon Militant....
lain: rrnilitant have consistently attempted to
control the campaign, nationally and locally.
There are two problems. Firstly, and regardless
of how people in Militant feel about the Poll
Tax, the issue is subordinate to their own
organisational interest. And then there's the
question of how they organise and what that
means in practice for the campaign.

TOny: We have to recognise that the two
things aren't seperate. The kind of campaign
you envisage and what you want to get out of it
have an awful lot to do with the kind of
organisational structures you favour. So you
have to tackle both these issues.

And it's not simply a question of getting 'our
people' elected, as if that way everything would
be OK. lt might be a bit better but the problems
- the lack of communication, the lack of
involvement in decision making and so on -
would remain. So it's not just a case of saying
these are the structures we've got and we have
to work with them. We have to find ways of
opening them up, involving people in the
discussions and the decision making.

Claude: Once they'd set up those strucures
people played along with them. So the
bureaucratic jungle these things tend to become
was not just made by the Militant; but by a lot
of different groups who have similar ideas
about how things should be run. So there was
no direct challenge to the way they made 20
minute speeches at Federation meetings or the
Federation chair used his position in favour of
the Militant. People seemed to go along with
the way meetings were run.

What do you do about it? well there's a

dilemma because in trying to deal with the
Militant you risk upsetting all the other groups.
They'd see it as sidetracking the issues, or
setting up shadow organisations or whatever.
With the traditional left it's always been difficult
to argue for devolvement, openness and
informality because people don't understand
the terms of the debate. They don't see the
structure as a problem, but the fact that Militant
control it and they'd like to.

TOny: lt also brings up the question of
'sectarianism' again. And the way debates get
structured in particular directions. Whenever
someone in our group raised things to do with
the way Militant controlled the Federation and
wanted to challenge their stranglehold the
traditional left said 'well, that's just sectarian'.

lain: wtaybe it was the way the issues were
raised rather than the issues themselves.

Tony: Not solely no. You could be as polite
and as eloquent as you liked but some people
would still get upset. lt was about the content
of the ideas involved.

....and.the response to it.
lain: There have been changesthough. We've
all been forced to think about ways of getting
around the Militant. Because it's not just a
question of their being exclusive, but that it's
inefficient. They haven't been doing their job
properly - they haven't set up phone trees, their
fundraising has been almost non-existent, basic
campaign work in the workplaces, amongst
women and amongst young people hasn't been
done. All the independent groups have
recognised the need for open meetings which
get groups talking together directly. Some of
these have been very successful. There has been
more collaboration between different
community groups, and different political
currents, over the question of what we can do to
get open structures set up and what we can do
to give each other more practical support.
We've put a joint slate up for some Federation
positions, we've put motions forward on setting
up open trade union and women's forums.

Claude: But there was a difference of
perception over the open meetings. Many
people were concerned that these meetings
were not to be seen as a challenge to the
Federation. But of course they were. They
perhaps weren't an alternative to the
Federation, but they were a challenge to the
Federation executive's authority. The
Nottingham Federation don't have a monopoly
on the Poll tax and we shouldn't act as if they
do. On the other hand we have to avoid getting
into counter-cliques - and there's always a
danger of that.
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But we do have to be clear why we don't like
the way groups like Militant operate. One of
the problems with it is that it gives it a kind of
gloss that lots and lots of people are involved
with the Federation when in fact it only includes
a minority of non-payers. For example, as many
as7lVo of local anti-poll tax groups are not
affiliated to the All British Federation. Militant
gain kudos from that. Open structures actually
allow preople to see what's going on, they can
see how many people are actually involved in
these campaigns.

The Militant, and so the Federation, have a

way of working which excludes by design
almost. lt allows them to put a very specific
political slant on t-rings. And, as has been said,
it's ineff icient; it takes the life out of the
campaign, it makes it difficult for people to
know what's going on, to learn from each other
and to co-ordinate their activity.

4. Beyond the walls....
lain: Some people have said that allthistalk
about Militant simply overestimates their
influence, and that if they're in a position of
domination then this simply tells us something
about the campaign - that there isn't a great
deal of activity. The arguments are just
arguments between different activists. There
might be some truth in this; although it ignores
the fact that there's a long tradition of this kind
bureaucratic elitism on the left. But how
should we see the Poll Tax campaign as a

movement? ls it a case of widespread passive
resistance with a small nucleus of activists?

Claude: I think that this is true of most
campaigns like this. People get more involved

it affects them directly. For instance,
they're going to be made redundant, or six feet
of their garden is going to be chopped off next
week to widen the road. The Poll Tax hasn't had
that kind of immediacy. People have been
getting away with it. The bailiffs haven't
knocked on many people's doors yet.

Tony: I think it's been the same in Scotland,
but I find that quite hopeful. We're in close
contact with the Prestonfields group in
Edinburgh, and the impression I get is that
things are going very well. Even more people
aren't paying this year than last year, and for
very good reasons. You seethe guy next door
hasn't paid and he got away with it so you think
'well, why should I pay?'.

Part of the problem is seeing activi{y just in
terms of people at meetings or on
demonstrations. But if people aren't involved in
the organised campaign, but still aren't paying
their Poll tax - that's a form of activity. lt's a
difficult one to make a coherent campaign out
of, but to call it passive is to miss the point. I

think we have to see things in a less schematic
kind of way, We shouldn't see things simply in
terms of "our" organisation. We have to
understand the less obvious lines of influence
and communication; how PollTax resistence
becomes part of existing social networks - pub
scenes and amongst neighbours.
Counterposing community campaigns to the
workplace, is another example. lt's a
completely false seperation. People who work
also live somewhere, in communities like this
one.
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The Red
and

the Black.
To do so would have us treat Marxism
(and anarchism for that matter) as a

onedimensional caricature.

Again. we do not want to get stuck

there because since Bakunin and Marx a

lot more has been said and done.

Feminism. for example, has enriched our

understanding of what'liberated
society' should mean. Social movements

like the Greens have things of great
value to offer. And there are insights to
be brought over from other, less

immediately'political', areas such as

psychology. lt is from this whole welter
of stuff that a libertarian socialism now
has to b€ made.

My main criticism of Diemer here is

the fact that he discusses anarchism

somewhat out of context. He criticises

anarchists for misrepresenting Marx's

views and for not attemptimg to find
out what he actually meant. Yet this is

not just an anarchist failing. but a

problem common within revolutionary

circles. Entrenchment and dogma are

the stuff of revolutionary politics and

anarchists give out what they receive.

Whilst anarchists might be guilty of
misrepresenting Marx, th€ir antagonism
is to some extent iustified. Anarchists

haven't exactly fared well during the
course of this conflict. Their critique of
Marx as a whole is based on the
experience of the Machnos,

Kronstadts and the Barcelona May Days,

when Marxist guns we.e turned on

anarchists in a non-too comradely
fashion. More recently the bureau€ratic

and manipulative behaviour of the

Marxist Militant Tendency within the

Poll Tax movement has feuled anarchist

distaste for Marxism. To a large extent,
th€n, the anarchist movement has

grown in reaction to a Marxism which

has meant something hierarchical,

statist and often authoritarian.
Diemer would view this Marxism as a

distortion of the 'real' Marx, and he says

that Marxism-Leninism is a

contradiction in terms. But Diemer is

Two es by Ull mer.i Diepiec
The following two articles first

appeared in the now de-funct
libertarian-Marxist journal'The Red

Menace', published in Canada during the
late 70's and early 80's. They were later
printed as a pamphlet by the American

group'Root and Branch'. We are

reprinting them here - to initiate debate
- because as'Root and Branch'wrote in

their introduction: 'ln a clear and

<oncise way they confront the main

anarchist misconceptions about Marxism

and demonstrate the relevance of thoge

issues for libertarian- socialists today. "

This magazine aims to contribute to
the re-emergance of libertarian-
so<ialism. and for this the anarchist-

Marxist conflict provides us with a

useful starting point. First of all, many

of the issues over which anarchists and

Marxists have clashed over the last

hundred years are still on the agenda

and are still central to the on-going

clarif ication of libertarian socialism: f or

example. the role and organisation of
revolutionaries, the relationship

between socialism and the working
class, the place of ideas' in history, the

nature of post-revolutionary society and

so on. And beyond this, many of those
people who reje<ted the Marxism of the
Leninist tradition as the alternative to
reformism found homes within
anarchism.

But if the anarchist-Marxist split
provides a useful starting point we do

not intend to get rtuck in it.

Libertarian-socialism has often been

taken as synonymous with anarchism,

but as Diemer points out this isn't the

case. Within Marxism there have been

quite fundamental disputes over many

of the same issues which have divided

anarchists and Marxists. And in their
tendency to condemn Marxism per se

anarchists have often lost sight of these

differences, Given this it would be

impossible for libertarian socialists to
take up a position simply within the

terms of the anarchist-Marxist debate.

ignoring some of the deep ambiguities
within Marx: ambiguities which can and

have led to quite different political
practice. Diemer's own Marxism lies

within the libertarian-Marxist tradition;
but this has been very much a minority

tradition and in no way agenda setting.
lf anarchists have confused Marxism

with one of its possible interpretations

this is understandable. 8ut as a

consequence they have been blinded to
its wider potential; from which they, as

revolutionary socialists, could benefit.
So, what is to be done? - at the man

said. For a start we need to challenge

the revolutionary left's'we're right,
you're wrong' intransigence. This is

usually justif ied by the claim that 'we

need to win the arguments' - which is

little more than an over-rationalised
recipe for sectarianism.

And the tark for Diemer's libertarian-
Marxism is not only to tackle anarchist

mas(onceptions but also to take on

Leninism as the Marxist 'common sense'.

ln this way a genuine dialogue might be

established between the tyvo traditions
which will help us transform the existing
f ramework and assist revolutionary
socialism out of its present (ul{e-sac.

As I mentioned earlier, we are

reproducing these articles to initiate -

we hope - some debate. 5o, we'd be

happy to receive any replies you care to
send.

John French.



ANARCHISM VERSUS MARXISM:
a few notes on an old theme

Marxism, Anarchism, libertarian socialism - is
it necessary to re-examine these old labels and
the divisions they represent? Would it not be
best to let sleeping polemics lie and simply
concentrate on trying to work together?

The problem is that a socialist movement - or
libertarian movement: what terms can we
validly use? - that hopes to develop has to
confront historical, strategic and theoretical
questions. A socialist movement worthy of the
name has to do more than get together for
simple actions. lt has to ask itself where it is

trying to go, and how it proposes to get there:
precisely the issues which sparked the fateful
anarchist-Marxist split rn the 1870's, and which
kept the movements seperated until today.
Political questions which are ignored do not
vanish, they only reappear with all that much
more destructrve impact at a later date. They
must be dealt with frankly.

The Past
But this does not mean that we are fated to

barrenly re-f ight old battles and re-live the splits
and hostilitres of the past. The world has
changed a great deal since the 1870's, and the
experience of the socialist movement during the
past century has changed the problems we face
immeasurably. Of no little importance is the re-
vitalisation of a Marxist current which is

militantly anti-Leninist, and the re-emergence of
an anarchist-communist movement which
accepts (although not necessarily conciously) a

good deal of Marxist analysis. There is a good
deal of common ground on which we can come
together.

Polemics
It should be acknowledged that while the

differences between Marxists and anarchists
have been real, it has also been the case that too
often in the past the real disputes between
them have generated more heat than light. A
problem in'many polemics is that each side tends
to take partial tendencies of the other side and
extrapolates them to be the whole, and in that
sense misrepresents. A serious analysis has to go
beyond the simplicities of black and white (black
and red?) argumentation. At the same time, it is

true that posing questions sharply generally
implies a polemical tone, and we should not
shrink back from polemic if this means that
important questions will be glossed over or
ignored.

My own position is pro-Marxist, and it is in
many respects quite critical of anarchism. lt is

therefore imperative to note two things. One:
that there are many positive things about
anarchrsm which I leave unacknowledged,

because I am attempting to criticise certain
specific aspects of the total doctrine which I

think greatly weaken it. I am not purporting to
give a balanced evaluation of anarchism as a
whole. Two: I am far more critical of the
'Marxism' of most 'Marxist-Leninists'than I am
of anarchism. While I regard most anarchists as
comrades in the libertarian movement, I

consider the very expression "Marxism-
Leninism" to be a contradiction in terms, and
consider it to be an ideology that is diametrically
opposed to the emancipation of the working
class ('l).

It is naturally impossible to cover the whole
anarchisUMarxist debate adequately in an
article. What I propose to do here is to
concentrate on the most common and basic
anarchist objections to Marxism, and examine
them briefly. I hope that these notes will
provoke a lively discussion that will make it
possible to examine that questions raised, and
others, in much greater detail.

"lf This ls Marxism..."
The impetus for seeking a debate on Marxism
and anarchism comes primarily from reading a
number of recently published pieces in anarchist
publications, which all seem to display an
astonishi ng misu nderstand i ng and i gnorance of
Marx, of what he wrote and did. All of these -

and most anarchist writings - expend a great
deal of effort in attacking something called
'Marxism'. ln every case, the 'Marxism'that is

attacked has little or nothing to do with the
theories of Marx. Reading these polemics
against a 'Marxism'that exists mainly in the
minds of those attacking it, one can only mutter
the phrase Marx himself is said to have repeated
so often in his later years, regarding the work of
his 'followers': " lf this is Marxism, then all I

know is that I am not a Marxist"
lf there is to be any dialogue between

Marxists and anarchists, if the negative and the
positive aspects of the anarchist and Marxist
projects are to be critically analysed, then it is
incumbent upon those who oppose Marxism, as

well as those who support it or seek to revise or
transcend it, to at least know what they are
talking about. Nothrng is solved by setting up
and attackrng a gtraw-man Marxism.

And it is important to understand and know
Marx not only because there are 'libertarian
Marxists' but because Marx is without doubt the
central figure in the development of
libertarianism and socialism. lt is not possible to
understand the development of any left-wing
political movement or system of thought in the
last century wrthout knowing Marxism. lt is not
possible, in fact, to understand the development



of any ideology in this century, or indeed, to
understand the history of the last hundred
years, without knowing something about
Marxism. The political history of the twentieth
century is to a very great extent a history of
attempts to realize, defeat, go beyond or
amend, or to develop alternatives to Marxism.

Anarchism is certainly no exception. lt
originally defined itself in oppostion to
Marxism, and continues to do so today.
Unfortunately, anarchists seem unaware - or
unwilling to realise - that Marxism is not a
monolith, that there are, and always have been,
enormously different currents of thought calling
themselves Marxist. Anarchist critrques
invariably identify Marxism with Leninism,
Leninism with Stalinism, Stalinism with Maorsm,
and all of them with Trotskyism as well There is

usually not a hint of guile in thrs remarkable bit
of intellectual presdigitation - your average
anarchist simply thinks it is universally accepted
fact that all these political system5 are identical.

This is not to ray that it cannot be argued that
they are all fundamentally the same, that their
differences, however violent, are secondary to
certain essential features they all have in
common. But the point ls that it is necessary to
argue the case, to marshall some evidence, to
understand before condemning. One can't
simply begin with the conclusion.

The Other Marxism
But the fact is that Marxism is not a monolith.

For example, Rosa Luxembourg - surely one of
the central figures in any history of Marxism -

was condemning Lenin's theories of the
vanguard party, and of centralized, hierarchical
discipline three-quarters of a century ago, in
1904. ln 1918 - while many anarchists were
rushing to join the Bolsheviks - she was
criticizrng the dictatorial methods of the
Bolsheviks and warning of the miscarraige of
the revolution. After her death there have been
other thrnkers and movementg that condemn
Bolshevism as an authoritarian degeneration of
Marxism: Anton Pannekoek, Karl Korsch, the
Council Communists, the Frankfurt School, right
up to the New Left of the 60's and 70's And
even within the Leninist tradition there were
thinkers whose contributions challenged the
hold of the dominant interpretation and helped
nourish a libertarian Marxism; Lukacs, Gramsci
and Reich. A number of libertarian currents
emerged from the Trotskyist movement in the
40's and 50's. Any libertarian movement that
acknowledges only one thin anarchist strand as
'true' l i bertari an soci al ism, whi l e cutti ng itsei f
off - through dogma or ignorance - f rom art
other contributing currents, only impoverishes
itself . Yet anarchists writing on Marxism seem
to deliberately shut their eyes and ears to
anfthrng except the dominant Leninist
tradition, and so manage always to reconfirm
their own prejudices about Marxism.

Al I this does not prove of course that the

libertarian interpretation of Marx is the correct
one. But it should be posssible to agree on a
basic point: if there is doubt about what Marx
stood for, then it is necessary to read Marx, not
to take the word of either his enemies, or those
who claim, justifiably or not, to be his followers.
Only once this is accepted, is it possible to begin
a anarchisUMarxist dialogue on a serious level.

My own attitude to Marx is not unequivocally
favourable. There are serious questions to be
raised about aspects of Marx's thought,
Marxism,like everything else, must be subjected
to criticism. This may lead to our transcending
Marx, but not, I think, to our rejecting him.
"Marxism is a point of departure for us, not our
pre-determined destination". The essential
point, however, is that the Marxian project
must be at the heart of any libertarian politics.
It may be possible, and thus necessary, to
transcend Marx, but to do so it is first necessary
to absorb him. Without Marx and some of the
best of the 'Marxists', its not possible to create a
libertarran praxis and a libertarian world.

DON I T YOU KNOW THE
EMANCIPATION OF THE
I.IOBKING CLASSES CAN
ONLY BE ACHEIVED BY-
THE I.IORKING CLASSES
THEMSELVES ?

N0, BUT IF YoU HUM
A FEI,I BARS I'LL TRY
AND FAKE 1T.

Finally, in judging Marx's work, it is necessary to
keep in mind that his writings and actions span
some 40 years as a revolutionary; ti rat he often
wrote letters and made notes that represent
partial insights which he did not expand; that
many of his works are polemics agairst
particular doctrines and are one-sided because

. -hat. lt would be a mistake, therefore, to
tare each sentence and quotation as finished
holy writ, or exoect his work to be wholly
consistent or that he:hought the implications of
all his theories through to the end Marx's work
is incomplete and uneven, but it is an
enormously fruitful and bri I liant contri bution



that must be approached as he himself
approached everything : critically

Anti-lntellectualism
At this point it is necessary to confront one of

anarchism's tragic flaws, one that has made it
incapable of becoming a serious historical
alternative: its strong tendency towards anti-
intellectualism. With few exceptions (eg.
Kropotkin, Rocker, Bookchin) anarchism has
failed to produce proponents interested in
developing a rigorous analysis of capitalism, the
state, bureaucracy, or authoritarianism.
Consequently its opposition to these
phenomena has tended to remain instinctive
and emotional: wiratever analyses it has
produced have been eclectic, largely borrowed
f rom Marxism, Liberalism or elsewhere, and
rarely of serrous intellectual qualrty.

This is not an accidental failrng - there has
been no lack of tntelligent anarchists. But
anarchrsts, perhaps repelled by the
coldbloodedness of 'of f icial' Marxist
i ntel I ectuals, perhaps sensi ng i nsti ncti vely the
germ of totalitarianism in any intellectual
system that seeks to explain everything, have
been consciously and often militantly opposed
to intellectual endeavour as such. Their
opposition has been not simply to particular
analysis and theorres, but to analysis and theory
as such. Bakunin, for exampie, argued - in a
manner reminrscent of the medieval Pope
Gregory - that teaching workers theories would
undermine their inherent revolutionary
qualities What happens when a movement's
I eadi ng theortst is expl icitly anti-i ntel lectual r

The results for the anarchist movement have
been crrppling. A,narchism as a theory remains a

patchwork of often conflicting insights that
remarn frustrating especially to critical
sympathizers because the most fruitful threads
rarely seem to be pursued. Most anarchist
publications avoid any discussion of strategy, or
any analysis of society as it is today like the
plague. (Even one of the best anarchist
publications The Open Road (3), remains a
cheerreader for anything vaguely leftist or
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libertarian. People organising unions and
people organising against unions receive
equally uncritical coverage; pie throwing and
bomb throwing are seen as equally valid
activities, and no attempt is made to discuss the
relative strategic merits of one or the other in a
given context). Most anarchist publishing
houses seem interested in nothing except
a) refighting the Spanish Civil War,
b) refighting Kronstadt and c) trashing Marxist -
Leninists yet one more time. Even these
preoccupations, which have become so routine
as to make anarchism simply boring, are not
pursued in such a way as to develop new insights
relating to the history of capitalism, the
revolutionary process, or Bolshevism, for
example.

Liturgies
Rather, the same arguments are simply

liturgically repeated, Rarely is there any serious
political debate within the anarchist movement,
while polemics against the bugbear of
"Marxism" (as essential to anarchism as Satan is

to the church) are generally crippled by a
principled refusal to find out anything about
what is being attacked. Arguments are mostly
carried on in terms of the vaguest generalities;
quotations are never used because the words of
the supposed enemy have never been read"

As a consequence of its anti-intellectualism
anarchism has never been able to develop its
potential. A movement that disdains theory and
uncritically worships action, anarchism remains a

shaky edifice consisting essentially of various
chunks of Marxist analysis (4) underpinning a

few inflexible tactical concepts. lt is held
together mainly by libertarian impulses - the
best kind of rmpulses to be sure - and by a fear
of organisation that is so great that it is virtually
impossible for anarchists to ever organise
effectively on a long-term basis. This is truly a

tragedy, for the libertarian movement cannot
afford to have its members refusing to use their
intellects in the battle to create a new world. As
long as anarchism continues to promote anti-
intellectualism, it is going nowhere.

W
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BAKUNIN VERSUS MARX:
the continuing debate

I propose in this article to examine some of
the most common anarchist objections to
'Marxism". The issues lshallsingle outwere
raised for the first time by Bakunin at the time
when anarchism was emerging as a self-
conscious movement defining itself in
opposition to all other currents on the left.
Therefore I will concentrate primarily on
Bakunin in the following discussion, and on
some of his differences with Marx. While I

realise that Bakunin is not the only interpreter
of anarchism, I think this is a valid approach for a
number of reasons: a) it is impossible to cover
everyone and everything in a short essay, b) the
Bakunin/Marx split was the formative event in
the hrstory of anarchism, c) Bakunin is still the
most widely read, quoted and admired anarchist
in the anarchist movement itself and d) many
of the key anarchist objections, which continue
to be used today, originate with Bakunin. To
the extent that it is possible to call these
objections into question, it is possible to call into
questi on current anarchist pre-concepti ons
about Marxism and inaugurate a genuine
debate.

How do anarchists see the MarxisUanarchist
split? What are their claims?

The following beliefs seem to be generally
accepted by anarchists :

1. Marxists believe in the creation of a
'people's state' or a 'worker's state'; anarchists
belief in the abolition of the state.

2. Anarchists look to a society in which real
decision making involves everyone who lives in
it; Marxism instead would lead to a society in
which a few disciplinarians were pulling the
strings in a so-called'proletarian' dictatorsliip.

3. Marx was an 'economic determinist' -

Bakuni n emphasised the psychological
(subjective) factors in revolution. Marxism is

very much of the intellectuals who try to fit
everything into their 'theory' of 'dialectical
materialism' - of doubtful use at best and whrch
mainly serves to make it possible for Marxist
leaders to establish control over the movement.

4 Anarchists believe that revolutionary
movements should be open, egalitarian and
completely clemocratic; Marxists on the other
hand advocate firmly hierarchical leadership, as
exemplified by the vanguard party and
'democratic' centralism.

5. The original split in the First lnternational
between Bakunin, Marx and their respective
factions came over the issue of
authoritarianism, Marx had Bakunin expelled
from the lnternational on trumped-up charges
because Bakunin opposed Marx's dictatorral,
centralized regime over the lnternational

6. Marxism is'authoritarian'; anarchism is
'libertarian'.

What of these objections.?

1. The peoples' State
Perhaps it is not surprising that it is wrdely

believed that Marx originated this concept,
given the number of 'Peoples' Republics',
'Workers' States', etc. in the world today that
callthemselves'Marxist'. Yet such a concept is
nowhere to be found in Marx's writings. Marx,
on the contrary, specifically rejected it. (See for
example the Critique of the Gotha Programme).

It is indicative of Bakunrn's methods that he
repeatedly accused Marx of advocating a
'Peoples' State' (see for example Dolgoff ed.
'Bakunin on Anarchy', Vintage 1972.1, an
accusation that in view of his failure to cite any
evidence to support it (check the sources and
see if Bakunin ever offers a single quote to back
up his claim), and in view of Marx's and Engers
repeated repudiation of the concept, can only
be interpreted as a deliberate fabrication on
Bakunin's parr. And it is hardly to the credit of
several generations of anarchists that they have
continued to swallow Bakunin's fictions on this
matter without ever bothering to look for
evidence to back them up.

Marx and Engel's position on the state, while
not free of ambiguities and not above criticism,
was quite different from what Bakunin claimed.
It is spelled out most extensively in Marx's 'The
Civil War in France', but is developed in
numerous other works as well. What Marx
foresaw was that during the revolutionary
period of struggle against the bourgeoisie, the
proletariat would use the state apparatus to
crush the bourgeoisie: "to achieve its liberation
it employs means which will be discarded after
the liberation" (Marx. 'Conspectus of Bakunin's
State and Anarchy' 1874-751. Afterthe
bourgeoisie are vanquished the state has
outlived its usefulness. Marx pointed to the
Paris Commune as being very close to what he
had in mind. Eakunin too was enthusiastic
about the commune, yet he continued to accuse
Marx of secretly holding very different views.
This Bakuninist nonsense has been endorsed by
other anarchists as well- For exampie, the
anarchist Arthur Mueller l-ehning writes that
" lt is an irony of history that at the very moment
when the battle between the authoritarians and
the anti-authoritarians in the lnternational
reached its apogee, Marx should in effect
endorse the programme of the anti-
authoritarian tendency.....The Commune of
Paris had nothrng in common with the state
socialism of Marx and was more in accord with
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the ideas of Proudhon and the federalist
theories of Bakunin. 'Civil War in France' is in
full contradiction with all Marx's writings on the
state." (Quoted in'Bakunin on Anarchy'ed. Sam

Dolgoff p 260) This is a remarkable piece of
doublethink. Marx's major work on the state is

said to be "in fullcontradiction" with "all" his

writings on the state. What writings is Lehring
referring to then? We don't know because he

doesn't say As always, in anarchist polemics we
have to take him on faith. Certainly he can't be
referring to 'The Poverty of Philosophy' (18a7),

or to 'The Communist Manifesto' ( 1848), or 'The

Critique of the Gotha Programme' ( 1875), or to
the private letters Varx was writing at the same
time as the publicatron of the 'Civil War in
France'in 187 1. Allthese consistently maintain
that the state is incompatible with socialism.
Together they comprise most, if not "all" of
Marx's writings on the state. But Lehring (and
Bakunin, and Dolgoff, and Avrich, and...) know
better. 5omewhere, in some mythical world
known only to the anarchists are to be found
Marx's real views on the state, the "People's

State of Marx" ('Eakunin on Anarchy', p. 318),
which is "completely identical" with "the
aristocratic-monarchic state of Bismark "

('Bakunin on Anarchy' p. 319).
How does one refute an 'argument' which,

without a single shred of evidence, except racial
predisposition ("as a German and a Jew, he
(Marx) is f rom head to toe an authoritarian" -

Bakunin in 1 872) or a single quotation,
attributes ideas and concepts to Marx that Marx
had repeate dly attacked? There are two
alternatives: either one swallows everything
Bakunin, Dolgoff and co. say, on faith, because
they are anarchrsts, or one takes the path of
intellectual integrity, and tries to discover Marx
and Engels' views on the state by reading Marx
and Engels. lf one takes the latter course, one
might start by reading Engels' March 1875 letter
to Bebel, in which he says "...it is pure nonsense
to talk of a free people's state: so long as the
proletariat still uses the state, it does not use it
in the interests of freedom but in order to hold
down its adversaries, and as soon as it becomes
possible to speak of freedom the state as such

ceases to exist. We would therefore propose to
replace state everyrwhere by Gemeinwesen, a
good old German word which can very well
convey the meaning of the French word
'commune'."

It is still possible, of course. to argue that the
use of the state by the proletarrat in the brief
transitional period is dangerous, and could lead
to the establishment of a permanent state. (lt
must be admitted, however, that Bakunin
himself envisioned a form of post-revolutionary
state, complete with elections, delegates, a

parliament, an executrve committee, and an
army. ('Bakunin on Anarchy' p. 153). Anarchists
are curiously quiet about this, however).

Nevertheless it remains a iact that in balance,
the concern that Bakunin expressed about the

possible degeneration of the revolution was a
valid one, and that Marx for his part failed to
give sufficient weight to the dangers posed by
this threat to a future revolution. This criticism,
however, must itself be qualified in a number of
ways. lt is a far cry from the claims of Bakunin
and the anarchists that Marxism was a theory
that aimed at the subiection of society to the
state.

2. Dictatorship of the Proletariat.
A closely related question is that of the

dictatorship of the proletariat, one of the most
abused and misunderstood terms of all of
Marxism. The question of the transition from
capitalism to socialism, and Marx's view of it, is

an extremely complicated one that cannot be

covered in a few paragraphs. But the point here
is simply to dispose of the grossest

misunderstandings of the term, fostered by its
appropriation by the Bolsheviks, and by the
related fact that dictatorship has come to have a
quite different meaning today than it had in
Marx's time. As Dolgoff puts it. there was then a
"loose sense in which the term 'dictatorship'was
used by nineteenth century socialists - to mean
simply the preponderant influence of a class, as

in Marx's 'dictatorship of the proletariat"'
('Bakunrn on Anarchy' p. 12). To be more
precise, the dictatorship of the proletariat
means the rule by the proletariat as a class, and
the suppression of the bourgeoisie as a class- lt
is perfectly compatible with, and indeed
presupposes, the most thorough going
democracy within the working class. The best
brief exposition of the Marxian concept, and
how it differs from the Leninist concept of
dictatorship, comes from Rosa Luxembourg's
19'18 polemic against the Bolsheviks:

"We have always distinguished the social
kernel from the political form of bourgeoise
democracy; we have always revealed the hard
kernel of social inequality and lack of f reedom
hidden under the sweet shell of formal equality
and freedom - not in order to reject the latter
but to spur the working class into not being
satisfied with the shell, but rather, by
conquering political power, to create a socialist
democracy to replace bourgeoise democracy -

not to eliminate democracy altogether.
"But socialist democracy is not something

which begins in the promised land after the
foundations of socialist economy are created; it
does not come as some sort of Christmas present
for the worthy people, who, in the interim, have
loyally supported a handful of socialist dictators.
Social ist democracy begi ns si m ultaneously with
the beginnings of the destruction of class rule
and the construction of socialism. lt begins at
the very moment of the seizure of power by the
revolutionary party. lt is the same thing as the
dictatorship of the proletariat.

"Yes, dictatorship! But this dictatorship
consists in the rnanner of applying democracy,
not in its elimination, in energetic, resolute
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attacks upon the well-entrenched rights and
economic relatronships of bourgeoise society,
without which a socialist transformation cannot
be accomplished. But this dictatorship must be
the work of a c/ass and not of a little leading
minority in the name of the class - that is, it must
proceed step by step out of the active
participation of the masses...." (Rosa
Luxembourg.'The Russian Revolution').

3. " Economic Determinism"
The question of Marx's materialism and his

emphasis on the relations of production, is an
extremely difficult one which cannot be dealt
with in such a short article. At this point it is
possible only to say that it raises difficult
problems which have to be seriously analyzed.
However, while a re-examination of Marx's
theory and the admitted contradictions in it are
on the agenda, it must be said that the typical
anarchist portrayals of rt and objections to it are
i I l-informed misconceptions that contribute
nothrng to the discussion. For example, Marx
was not an 'economic determinist'; he rejected
such determinism and what he called 'crude
materialism' out of hand. He drd not attempt to
reduce all phenomena to economic ones; and it
is necessary only to read any of his political
works to be convinced of this. As Engels said,
"According to the materialist conception of
history, the ultrmatelydetermined element in
history is the production and reproduction of
material life. More than this neither Marx nor I

has ever asserted. Hence if somebody twists this
into saying that the economic element is the
only determining one he transforms the
proposition into a meaninglass, abstract,
senseless phrase. " (Letter to Joseph Block,
September 21 - 22, 1890).

Anarchists like Paul Avrich, however, have
their own view of 'what Marx really meant'. See
how Avrich crudely contrasts Marx's and
Bakunin's views: "(Bakunin) rejected the view
that social change depends on the gradual
unfolding of 'objective' historical conditions. He
believed, on the contrary, that men shape their
own destinies..."

It is unfortunate that Avrich has never read
Marx's third thesis on Feuerbach: "The
materialist doctrine (of Feuerbach) that men are
products of their circumstances and upbringing,
and that, therefore, changed men are the
products of other circumstances and changed
upbringing, forgets that it is men that change
circuimstances and that the educator himself
needs educating." Or 'The Holy Family':
" History does nothing. it 'does not possess
immense riches', it 'does not fight battles'. lt is

men, real,living men, who do all this, who
possess things and fight battles. lt is not 'history'
which uses men as a means of achieving - as rf rt
were an individual person - rts own ends.
Hrstory ts nothing but the activity of men in
pursuit of therr ends".

4, 5, 6. The nature of the revolutionary
organisation; authoritarianism and

libertarianism.
Again it is impossible to do justice to either

Marx's or Bakunin's views in a short article such
as this. lt is necessary to understand, first of all,
that the ideas of both , as expressed in their
writings, are in certain respects contradictory;
neither Marx, nor certainly Bakunin, was
entirely consistent throughout his life.
Secondly, the practice of both men was
sometimes at variance with what they
advocated. Neither was able to live up to the
standards set down. Both displayed
considerable streaks of arrogance and
authoritarianism in their own personalities.

Nevertheless, there remains a body of writing
and practice that makes it possible for us to
evaluate what they stood for. I shall argue that
a serious examination of the question yields the

following points:
1. Bakunin deliberately distorted and falsified

Marx's views on the issues under dispute.
2. The accusation that led to Bakunin's

expulsion from the lnternational, that of
heading a secret society which aimed to
infiltrate and take over the lnternational, was
true. (Since this seems to be accepted by most
historians, this point will not be pursued. See
for example Woodcock's 'Anarchirm' p. 168, or
Aileen Kelly's article in the New York Review of
Books, January 22nd,19761. The only point
worth noting here is that the 'authcritarian'
federal structures of the lnternational that
Bakunin protested so vehemently against in1871
and 1872 were introduced to the International
shortly before, not on the initiative of the
General Council of which Marx was a member,
but on the motion of Bakunin's supporters, with
Bakunin's active participation gnd support.
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THt Rxrs TEAcH THE cocKRoAcHt5 coo'pLRATtoN.
THE COCKROACI{ES TEACH THL ANT5 TO THINK
FOR THET.1SLLVLS. THE NEI6HbOR,5 CAN OI.ILY FTOPE
THE SY5TEM OOE5Tq'T SPREAO

ln reading Bakunin's caricature of Marx's views -

the only 'version' of Marxism most anarchists
have ever bothered to familiarise themselves
with! - readers will search in vain for one single
quotation amidst the hysterical conf usion of
wild, unsubstantiated charges. There are simply
none.

,A,lmost as bad are those anarchists who
lambast Marx for his'advocacy' of 'democratic

centralism'and the'vanguard party'. ls it really
necessary to point out that these concepts carne
into being long after Marx's death; that Marx
never belonged to an organisation practicising
either; that he consistently opposed the tiny
conspiratorial sects of his day; that he made it a
condition of his joining the Communist League
that they scrap their closed, undemocratic
organisational forms; that he always, and
angrily, refused attempts by socialists of his day
to single him out for special honours or titles in
the movement?

And has it been forgotten completely that
one of Marx's chief.themes in his criticism of
Bakunin was the latter's eternal fascination with
conspi ritorial, mani pulative, sectarian pol itics?

For there is, unfortunately for those who
believe in anarchrst farry tales, a substantial
body of evidence {or the contention that
Bakunin held precisely those 'authoritarian'
views which he brazenly attributed to Marx.
Those who seek evidence of a penchant for
dictatorial, Machiavellian politics will find a
good deal of material in the writings not of
Marx, but of Bakunin. (This is not to say that
Bakunin consistently held such views; within
Bakunin's work the contradictions amount to a
basic polarity).

Bakunin's advocacy of a post-revolutionary
state, which contained most of the forms of the

It was only after he failed to gain control over
the structures of the lnternational that Bakunin
suddenly discovered thei r'authoritarianism'.

3. The charge of authoritarianism and
dictatorial views can be directed against
Bakunin with a great deal more justification
than they can against Marx

Bakuni n's deli berate misrepresentations of
Marx's views on the state were noted earlier.
Bakunin was obsessed with the idea that all
Germans held identically authoritarian views,
and consrstently attributed the views of some of
Marx's bttterest enemies, such as Bismark or
Lasalle, to Marx. Marx's fury at this tactic is a

matter of record. Bakunin, in many of his

polemics against Marx, argues fromthe premise
that Marx rnust obviously be authoritarian
because he was both German and Jew, who are
by definttion authoritarians and statists.
(Because of selective editing this is not evident
in Dolgoff 's anthology) Bakunin went even
further, claiming that Marx was part of an
international conspiracy with Bismark and
Rothschild Such accusations are not worthy of
reply, but surely they make it clear that it is
necessary to treat the 'facts' and arguments of
the man making them with the greatest of
caution.

A similar disregard for the most elementary
rules of evidence, not to mention decency,
permeated most of Bakunin's polemics against
Marx. He charged again and again, that Marx
advocated a universal dictatorship, that he

believed in a socialism "decreed from the top
down". He ignored Marx's lifelong insistence
that "the emancipation of the working classes

can only be the work of the working classes

themselves", and Marx's intransigent opposition
to the state. Nor did he attempt to support his

accusations with the facts or quotations.
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pre-revolutionary state, such ds Parliament,
army, elections etc. was noted earlier and can be
found rn 'Bakunin on Anarchy' (p. 153).

Similarly, despite his much vaunted opposition
to any form of independent political action by
the workrng class, one can find him advocating,
in his letters not simply political action, but
working class support and action an behalf of
bourgeoise political parties. (See'Bakunin on
Anarchy'p. 219). And elsewhere, one finds him
advocating nothing less than that anarchists run
for Parliament. ('Bakunin on Anarchy'p. 218).

Nor are these merely the products of his
naive, youthful days. No, these
pronouncements, and many others like them,
were issued privately al precisely the time that
Bakunin is publicly proclaiming his opposition to
Marxism because it advocates political action by
the working class, and a transitional dictatorship
of the proletariat in the immediate post-
revolutionary period.

It is also worth contrasting Bakunin's
proclamation of the principle, for the future
anarchist society, of "from each according to his

ability, to each according to his work" with
Marx's much more radical principle, "from each
according to his ability to each according to his
needs".

Or consider Bakunin's rules for the
lnternational Alliance, not a passing whim, but
the organisation to which he gave his prtmary
allegiance whilst participating in the First
lnternational. Here is a sample written in '1869:

"it is necessary that in the midst of popular
anarchy, which will make up the very life of and
all the energy of the revolution, the unity of
revolutionary thought and action should be
embodied in a certain organ. That organ must
be the secret and world-wide association of the
i nte rna ti onal b rothe rs... "

"...the only thing a well-organised secret
society can do is first to assist the birth of
revolution by spreadrng among the masses ideas
that accord with rnstincts of the masses, and to
organise, not the army of the revolution - that
army will be composed of the people, but a
revoluttonary general staff composed of
devoted, energetic and intelligent individuals
who are above all sincere - not vain or ambitious
- frrends of the people, capable of serving as

i ntermediaries between the revol utionary i deas

and the popular instincts."
"The number of these individuals should not,

therefore, be too large. For the lnternational
organisation throughout Europe one hundred
serious and firmly united revolutionaries would
be suff icient. Two or three hundred
revolutionaries would be enough for the
organisation of the largest country "

As the 'authoritarian' Marx said of this
libertarian idea: "To say that a hundred
international brothers must'serve as

intermedraries between the revolutionary ldea
and popular instincts'is to create an
unbridgeable gulf between the Alliance's

revolutionary idea and the proletarian masses; it
means proclaiming that these hundred
guardsmen cannot be recruited anywhere but
from among the privileged classes."

When one sees the views of Marx and
Bakunin side by side, it is difficult to remember
that it is Marx, not Bakunin, who is supposed to
be the father of 'Marxism-Leninism' and
Bakunin, not Marx, who is supposed to be the
father of anarchism.

Bakunin's authoritarian tendencies were at
their most extreme at precisely the time he was
splitting the lnternational. This was the time of
his association with Nechaev. Most anarchist
sources treat this as a passing aberation on
Bakunin's part, and indeed he did repudiate
Nechaev when he realised the true nature of his

activities.
But the fact remains that Bakunin did enter

into partnership with Nachaev, and under his
inf luence wrote a number of tracts that
displayed a despotic, Machiavellian approach to
revolution that far surpassed anythinq he ever
accused Marx of . The authorship of some of the
pieces in question is under dispute, but the
relevant point is surely that Bakunin allowed his

name to be put to even those pamphlets he did
not write, and that he actively worked to have
them distributed knowing they bore his name.

ln these pamphlets, Necheav and Bakunin
advocate a new social order, to be erected "by
concentrating all the means of social existence
in the hands of Our Committee, and the
proclamation of compulsory physical work for
everyone," compulsory residence in communal
dormitories, rules for hours of work, feeding of
children. and other minutae. As the
'authoritarian' Marx put it: "What a beautiful
model o{ barrack-room communisml Here vou
have it all: communal eating, communal
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sleeping, assessors and offices regulating
education, production, consumption, in a word,
all social activity, and to crown it all Our
Committee, anonymous and unknown to
anybody, as the supreme dictator. This indeed is

the purest anti-authoritarianism...'
When one.looks at Bakunin's views on

authority and revoluton in detail, it is hard to
drsagree with Marx and Engels'claim that
Eakunrn and his followers simply used the word
'authoritarian'to mean something they didn't
like. The word 'authoritarian' was then, and
remains today for many libertarians, a way of
avoiding serious pclitical questions. For the fact
is that not all autholty is bad; that in certain
situations it is both necessary and unavoidable.
As Engels said: "A revolution is certainly the
most authoritarian thing there is; it is the act
whereby one part of the population enforces its
will upon the other part by rneans of rifles,
bayonets and cannon - authoritarian means if
such there be at all". And some form of
authority ie decrsion making structure, is

necessary rn any form of interaction, co-
operatron or organisation that is social rather
than individual ln a socialist society, it will still
be necessary to make decisions about thrngs;
these decisions will necessarily reflect the will
ie the authonty, of the majority. This is not a

violation of collectivity, but an absolutely
indispensible component of it. To say, as many
anarchists do, that they reject all forms of
authority, even that which rs willingly accepted
or which is the result of democratic decision
making, is simply to advocate either minority
rule or a return to the purest form of free-
market capitalism, as is advocated by the
'libertarian' right. No amount of talk about
consensus or local autonomy or individual
initiative will alter this fact. Consensus is not
always attainable, because sometimes people do
not agree. Then a decision making process is

necessary, and if it is democratic, the minority
will have to concede to the majority. Autonomy
and individual initiative can still have the fullest
possible play, but this does not alter the fact
that the authority of the majority has prevailed
in the question at hand.

There is another aspect of Bakunin that rnust
be confronted because,like his ill-defined views
on authority, it has remained a part of the
anarchist movement. Running through a// of

Bakunin's thought and subsequent anarchist
thought and practice is a dark thread; an
infatuation with violence; with destruction for
the sake of destruction; action for the sake of
action; distrust of logic, intellect and
knowledge; a love for conspiratorial and tightly
controlled organisation. For the most part,
these things remained subsidiary to his - and his

successors' - genuinely libertarian and
humanistic instincts.

During the period of Bakunin's association
with Nechaev, who was attracted solely by
Bakunin's dark side, this aspect took over. Then,
confronted with the realisation of this dark
thread in practice, in the person of Nechaev,
Bakunin shrank back in genuine horror.
However, as Aileen Kelly has noted, "..:€v€o
then he managed to integrate Nechaev's villainy
into his own fantasies, writing to his astonished
friends that Nechaev's methods were those of a
'pure'and 'saintly'nature who, faced with the
apathy of the masses and intellectuals in Russia,

saw no other way but coercion to mold the
latter into a force determined enough to move
the masses to revolution. Such reasoning,
Bakunin concluded,'contains, alas! much
truth'" .

Kelly continues: "This grotesque assessment
of Nechaev is very revealing. At a time when the
gap between man's empirical and ideal natures
seemed enormous, Bakunin, albeit, reluctantly,
concluded that if men do not wish to liberate
themselves, it might be necessary for those with
their highest interests at heart to liberate them
against their will."

To Eakunin's credit, he continually struggled
against the implications of this aspect of his

thought. Always fascinated by all the
'revolutionary' shortcuts, he nevertheless
remained loyal as wellto his libertarian instincts,
and it is this aspect of his remarkably polarised
vision that he left as his lasting heritage. The
anarchist movement that came after him has

also been plagued by the same polarity, by the
tension between the real libertarianism on the
one side, and the sometimes irresistible
attraction of anti-i ntel lectual ism, terrori sm and
conspiracy on the other. The anarchist
movement needs to come to grips with
Bakunin's ambiguous heritage. And to do so, it
also needs to come to terms with Marx.

Footnotes.

t. On the other hand I do not see all

Marxist-Leninists as counter-

revolutionaries, as many anarchists

seem to do. Many (particularly

Trotskyists) are sincere revolutionaries

who do not understand the implications

of the ideology they adhere to. Even if
the ideology is (ounter-revolutionary it
does not make every Marxist-Leninist so.

l.lor are the differences on the le{t

always absolute, there are always grey

areas where Marxism and Anarchism,

and even Leninism and Anarchism

converge. Life doesn't always lend itself

to analysis by the'them"us' categories,

if for no other reason than that all of us

have internalised at least some of the
repressive baggage of the dominant

society. All of us have s<rrrtething
'counter-revolutionary' in us (Diemer).
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"Surviving the Blues -
Growing up in Thatchers
Decade". Edited by
Joan Scanlon. Virago
Press. f,5.95.

As we've hit the t990's it was
inevitable that there'd be a review of
the pastdecade - often uninterupted
years of Thatcherism'. 'Surviving the
Blues'is a worthwhile attcmpl made

up of individual contributions from
women who've grown up 'under
Thatc her' (an unfortunate phrase).

It's a broad sweep of a book that
covers women's erperience in
different areas and gives a real feel of
the times, without tbe hopelessness

that seemed t.o accompany theB.
'l'here was a lot of Iight in women in
the eigbties, as Emma lVallis'piece on

Women Against Pit Closures and
Clare Ramsaran's piece on Stop Tbe
Clause tell.

Agnes Quashie gives insigbt into
the black community's attempts to
redress the ba.lance with
playschemes for black children and
she reviews the SUS law. It's worth
buyingjust for the article by Norah
Al-Ani. As a cleaner in a women's
centre (surely a contradiction in
terms!) ber erperience reveals many
of the problems that accompanied the
politics of the movement.

The book raises many important
questions about the nature of the

women's movement and its
fragmentation in the eighties. It
questions the assumption that $ronlen
have a common oppression
overriding all others; an assumption
which was largely accepted in the

movemeot. The 'all new'Spare Rib
Collective even argue in their piece

ihat the movemeni was'hi-jacked' by
a minority of women "defining it
narrowly, in t.erms of their own
interests and privilege". Presumably
these were white and middle-class.

This is important about'Surviving
the tslues', the recogrrition that class

and race cannot be subsumed to the
greater cause of the battle against
Patriarchy. Throughout the book is a

plea that the movement, such as it is,

widens and diversi6es its
perspectives. 'l'he solution is seen as

letting women define their own issues

and needs, whether black, white or
working-class, and then acting on

ln Review..:
these selfdefrned needs.

Sounds gleat to all of us wbo were
arguing oureelves blue in the face

about class and race in the eighties.
In those days Patriarchy was
paramount, and any attempt to talk
about other issues raised storms of
protest. There's definitely been

something of a shift when the Spare

Rib Collective can argue: "For us,

everything is linked.....for a mqiority
of women worldwide, other
oppressions - of race, elass,
capitalism and imperialism are
intricately connected with their
subordination as women and their
liberation."

It's positive and heartening stuff,
and yet they continue the'old
ideology'in a new form. The Spare

Rib Collective argue that the women's
movement has had no "definitive
theoretical viewpoint", but I'd argue
that the movement of WIRES, of the
women's centres and of Greenham
did have a viewpoint - one defined for
us by Rich and Dworkin. It's a
viewpoint which the Collective still
use and which talks of "the power
imbalance between men and women,
among races and classes", And this is
where I depart.

Being working class in origin (and I
don't want a medal) if Marr had left
his analysis of capitalism as simply a

list of injustices followed by the

statement that there was a power
imbalance, I don't think.my
understanding of my class position
would have progressed very much.
'I'he problem with this kind of
analysis, especially in relation to
class, is that responsibility for
injustice is placed on the shoulders of
'wicked people', and changing
attitudes by'putting women first', or
replacing the individuals in positions

of power is hardly an adequate
solution.

It's an analysis which ignores how
these injustices occur in the first
place. It attempts no understanding
of how structures such as capitalism
have developed and manifest
themselves in different forms at
different times. It gives us no insight
into how structures interrelate or
how to change them.

Action is all very well, but in acting
we must understand the contert in
which we act, and the matcrial

conditions which influence and
inform our actions.

To give radical feminists their due
they did put women's issues on the
agenda, and did do much ofthe
practical work. But for years

socialist feminists have been trying to
place issues of class, race and ser in
relation to each other and feminists
should recognise that there is some

basis already for an understanding of
this interrelation.

. I've spent years arguing with
feminists about Capitalism, and with
socialists about Patriarchy,and race
hardly ever gets a mention. But what
is good about this book is that it
offers the chance for a dialogue.

MegJepson

"Necessary lllusions:
Thought Control In
I)emocratic Societies".
by Noam Chomsky.
Pluto Press. f,9.95.

Necessary lllusions'is 136 pages

long, but comes in a four hundred
page volume. The other three
hundred pages are appendices.

Taking American foreign policy as

its prime erample, it shows how
public debates portray the media as

being subversive and prone to
dangerous "excesses of democrac5/',
wben in fact they carry little more
than the poisonous undiluted voice of
the statc.

This is not a new idea. In fact, it's
an element of the Situationist theory
of the Spectacle: heat-ed debates
within a narrow framework are
encouraged, since they divert
attention away from challenges to the
framework itself.

But Chomsky's book is useful
because it details the myriad ways
that this actually happens, without
recourse to arcane conspiracy
theories or assumptions about the
inherent nastiness of jou;'nalists and
editors.

He details the interlinked forces of
commercial viability, nrarket shaie
and concentration of ownership; he

also outlines their transformation for
media workers into career structures
and immediate, daily priorilies. 'f he
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convergence ofstate and class
interesJs as a worker moves up the
career ladder is a further factor.

Chomsky's book is packed. with
examples of outright lies, gentle

distortions and simple changes of
emphasis designed to manufacture
conB€nt - or at leaBt it8 appsarance.
Together with the myth of the
sometimes-subversive media, these

are the necessary illusions ofthe
book's title.

The book's particular relevance at
th e moment is in its focus on the

actions of the US and its 'client
states'. Chomsky contr asts media
portrayals of Nicarague with Chile
and El Salvador, of Isreal with the
Gaza Strip and the Lebanon. In doing
so, he provides a guide to the efforts
of Bush and Co. as they Eanipulate
public opinion in the lVestern
capitalist world to the point where
they think an armed assault on lraq
will be acceptable.

T{ecessary Illusions' is rigorously
documenied and tightly writlen. My
only cautionary comment would be

that ifyou try to read all the
appendices too, you're likely to suffer
an overblow ofevidence comparecl to
ideas. A book to shoplift rather than
buy, but definitely worth a read.

S. Callas

"Manifesto for New
'I'imes". CI'Gts.
Lawrence and Wishart.
f,2.95.

On page 45 of the Manifesto'it reads:

"The progressive politics would
reunitc us with the humanitarian
traditions of the early socialists who
were concerned with the politics of
consumption, ar! culture, poetry,
nature,. cbildhoo<l and seruality, as

well as production. Socialism would
be recovered as a bottom-up,
dynamic, humanising force". This is

ironic, since the Stalinist CPGB did so

much to undermine this bottom-up
socialism in the first place.

Anti-stalinist socialists have

tended to see Stalinism as an
aberation which grew out of the
particular experience of post-l 9l ?

Russia. Yei as the authors point out:
"'l'he Communist I'arty shares the
past and pr€sent of the British left -

its victories and defeats, strengths
and weaknesses." Stalinism, in otber

words, also expressed-something of
the wider left. The British Labour
Party, and especially the Fabian
tradition, shared in its bureaucratic
managerialism. Trotskyists - the anti-
bureaucratic Bolsheviks - were
emongst the most vocal defenders of
the'degenerate workers state', seing
in nationalisation the essence ifnot
the actuality of workers'power. And
the Trots have also shared many of
Stalinism's c haracteristic features:
the prioritised party, the economism,
the almost theistic dogma. The
collapse of Stalinism, east and wes! is
an occasion for socialists to rejoice; it
also calls on them to take a long look
at themselves.

The'lllanifesto' is one

reassessment, and is a distillation of
many of the debates that have

appeared in Mauism Today over the
past few years.

These debates initiatcd a great deal
ofcontroversy on the lefq with the
ideas of Mauism Today being
portrayed by many on the
revolutionary left as merely academic
rationalistions for the labour
movement's'shift to the right',

Not surprisingly this controversy
focused on the issue of class. New
Times', it has been argued, is part of
an intellectual fad which is'waving
farewell to the working class'.

Essentially New Times'argues that
the old class identities are b€ing
eroded by technological change and

consequent economic restructuring;
and that these are being replaced by
an array of newer identities based on
gender, seruality, race, age and off
the peg consumer lifestyle. It goes on

to suggest that the 'old'socialist class

strategy is out ofdate and needs to be

replaced by a new strategy based on

a'progressive alliance' of different
collectivities and identitiee, of which
class is but one.

There is some food for thought
here, The left have rarely given

sufficient credence to questions of
ser,genderand race; and social
movements that don't fit neatly into
the traditional class categories are
rirarginalised still. Thus ?{ew Times'
might help us reapproach class

potitics in a more open way; expticitly
recognising that the working class is

not an undifferentiated mass and that
a class analysis is ultimately
incomplete .

But'New Times'goes far beyond
this; and wben in the intcrests of
plurality we're called on to build a
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socialist project that aciually
embraces market individualism
(rather than concerning itself with
some kind of empowered
individuality), then it goes too far.
What possible long-term social
interests could be generat€d that
unltea the green consumors,
marathon runners, opera goers" wine
drinkers and Nike we:rrers that
Marrism Today courts?

The problem is that T{ew Times'
deals with class in purely sulrjective
and'cultural' terms. They have
rejected the understanding of class in
terms of the deeper structures and
relationships within the system. Of
course it is true, the working class
changes - as tcchnology, work,
investment patterns change.
Capitalism is nothing if not dynamic.
Yet it matters little whether you wear
a blue collar or press the buttons of a
VDU, as a wage worker you'll be

subject to an array ofpregsures -

deskilling, increased intensity of
work, unemplo5rment - irrgducibly
part ofan erploitative systcm based
on the profit motive. And the same

kind of unifying erperience reveals
itselfacross the range ofsocial
situations which make up working
class life. In welfare, health, housing,

education, transport and so on. It is
certainly not undifferentiated: yet
erperientially artd structurally class
remains central to capitalist reality.
lVhatever the complications, class
still has to be at the core of any
project of socialist change.

Naturally a manifesto will include
too many issues to be developed in a
review. A key issue is the
technological detcrminism that seems

to underlie 1\lew Times'. Most of
Lenin they have abandoned, but
sigrrificantly not this. Is it a
retrospective apologia for their
Stalinist past - saying

'"Technologically we had no choice" ?

Such an approach towards
technology is inconsistent with
socialism. It imputes a non-eriste nt
social neutrality to technology. But
technology is not socially neutral and
neither does it'cause'social change in
the way ?{ew Times'theorises.
Technology is produced within
society and carries all the marks of
class struggle. And technological
norms are as much ideological
expressions ofclass intcrest as

descriptions of the actual labour
process.

The Bolsheviks provide one



example of what happens when such

a view of technology is expressd in
policy, the workers'councils were

deliberately undermined in favour of
Taylorism and one-man management,
and New Times'provides another.
Both are only consistent with a view
of 'socialism'which accepts the

terms and terrain of capitalism.
Another thing is the language. By

page 46 I was bored reading
'modernisation','progressive',
'progressive modernisation',
'progressive settlement'. ln any case

gutted of any militant socialist
cont€nt, this language becomes

amorphous and vague. \rVhich says a

lot about the manifesto really. I don't
want 'modernisation' ( w hat€ver that
means) but socialism.

John Roberts

"Marxism and its
F'ail ures." A.C.[,'. 50p

I must begin by saying that sonre of
my most trusted comrades are
mem bers of the AC l', so this is not
just a slag-off. But I bad the same

problems with this pamphlet that I
have with Eost anarchist critiques of
IYlarrism. What are they?

Firstly, and most importantly, the
pamphlet never acknowledges that
Marrism does not simply equal
Leninism, does not simply equal

Stalinism, Maoism or Trotskyism:

"Lenin, Trotsky, Stalin...all
contributed in their own way to the

creation of the Soviet Union, that
totalitarian state w hic h discredited
the revolutionary left for so long. But
they do not deserve all the blame, for
they were only trying to put into
practice the programme originally
drawn up by Marx and Engels in the

Manifesto of the Communist Party in
1848."

(From the preface to "Marrism and

its Failures")
This is an exaggeration. Marr

himself wrote very little about the

practical application of his theories

of class struggle. What he did write
was often ambiguous, sometimes

incoherent and even contradictory -

barely capable of being described as

a prograrDme.
Lenin,'l'nrtskl', Stalin and Mao are

all'Mauists'rv'ho tried to fill this gap.

More recently, groups as diverse as

the tted Army I'atrti0n, tbe CPGB and

the Vietcong have all described
themselves as 1{arxist'. The

confusion this causes is deepened
because many lllarrist' gtoups insist
that theirs is the only true Manism -

or at the very leas! that theirs is the

biggest or the best.

But there is also a libertarian
strand in Man, eremplified by some

theorists of the f'rankfurt School,

writers such as Daniel Guerin and
groups like the Situationists. By
failing to acknowledge that there
have been different kinds of Marxist
the pamphlet censors and devalues
these contributions. Libertarian
Marrists don't get a mention, whilst
council communists like Wildcat just
scrape into bracketed semi-relevance
by the skin of their claws.

This failure to distinguish the'57
varieties of Marrism'allows the ACF

to lump together all the atrocities
ever committ€d by state capitalists,
from Kronstadt l92f to Tiananman

Square 19E9, and describe them all as

'Marrist'in exactly the same way as

the capitalist press label them all
'communist'. And thia provides half
of the proof for tbeir main argument"
which seems to be that'All Marrists
Are Bastards'- AMAB.

Their other m4ior proof that AMAB
is, of course, quotes - and there are
some beauties, I especially liked the

one attributed to Bukharin:

"Proletarian compulsion in all its
forms, beginning with summary

erecution and ending with
compulsory labour is, however
paradoxical it may sound, a methd
of reworking the human material of
the capitalist epoch into communist
humanit/'(p. l5).

But quotes are inherently selective

and can be taken out of contcrt"
which brings us to the core problem

of the pamphlet: it targely ignores the

socially embedded contert of political
ideologies.

Let us ignore for a moment the
problems of proving that AMAB bY

studying their texts - let us assume

that this is simply true. Why in that
case don't more people realise it? I'm
notjust talking about the non-activist
population who wouldn'tjoin any

organisation, the AC[' included. I'm
also talking about the many (and

their eristence can't be wished away)

committed revolutionaries who join

the SIVP, (for erample), and stav

there,
Are all these people a bit stuPid?

Or is it just that - AMAB - they were
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already bastards before hand, which
it why they joined? I think not.

Yet it is certainly true that
organisations like the SWP often
behave in ways which are
manipulative, dishonest and

ultimately contemptuous of the very
people they claim to acting for. [f
SWP members are not simply stupid
bastards, then it must be the
ideologies that shape these

organisations which are bad. So why
don't the committcd revolutionaries
in the SWP realise this?

The obvious answer is that
Leninism seems to offer something.

Lenin was only able to achieve the

status he did because his ideas
related to the real world that he was
part of. If his ideas had never been

relevan! we would never have heard

of them. And although the world he

inhabited is vastly different to ours
there are continuities.

In particular, the tasks of
organising to create social and
political change still throw up the

same dilemmas: between
organisation and accessibility'
between planning and spontaneity'
between intcllectual knowledge and
gutJevel motivation.

Lenin offered solutions to all these

dilemmas. His strategies for change
favoured rigid, topdown
organisation, planing and intellectual
leadership, As solutions to the
practical dilemmas of organising,
these ideas which greatly simplify the

role of the revolutionary are still
attractive today.

Let's be clear about all this.
Leninism stinks. But if we simPlY

dismiss ii and run to its opposite pole,

anarchism, all we do is bring a new

set of problems to the fore. The basic

dilemmas of organisation remain,
and until they are tackled
revoluionary intervention may be

impossible. Fundamentally, these

dilemmas hinge on how we conceive

of the relationship betwen the
individual and society. Tackling
them may involve a radical re-think
ofjust what it is to be {r person, a

member of a society, or a
revolutionary. We can - and should'
use the failures of Marrirm, and of
Leninism, Trotskyism etc in this task.

We should also use their erperiences.
The ACF s pamphlet is a neat

critique, but it is only half the picture.


